### Park Series #1 - 3" (12/19/08)
- Monorail Orange
- Sorcerer Mickey (Combo Topper)
- GMR's Anubis
- Magic Mirror
- Carousel of Progress John
- Abominable Snowman
- Stitch
- Nemo Submarine
- Monorail Green
- DCL Smokestack
- Astro Orbiter
- lasw Leopard
- It's A Small World (Chaser)
- Toontown Trolley
- Herbie
- Animation
- Toon Hole
- The Little Mermaid
- The Little Mermaid
- Mike Mouse
- Monkey
- Penny Machine
- Poncho
- Snow White's Adventure
- Toon Hole
- Pongo (Chaser)

### Park Series #2 - 3" (5/22/09)
- Aquaramouse
- Festival of the Lion King
- Little Green Men
- The Little Mermaid
- Mike Mouse
- Monkey
- Penny Machine
- Poncho
- Snow White's Adventure
- Toon Hole
- Pongo (Chaser)

### Park Series #3 - 3" (11/20/09)
- America Sings
- Animation
- Big Al
- Carousel
- Elephant Bathing Pool
- Herbie
- Mission Spacesuit
- Monorail Blue
- Pirate Auctioneer
- Toontown Trolley
- WDW Castle
- It's A Small World (Chaser)

### Park Series #4 - 3" (6/24/10)
- Jaw Leopard
- Astro Orbiter
- DCL Smokestack
- EPCOT Center '82
- Goofy
- Monorail Green
- Nemo Submarine
- POTC Guard Dog
- Spectro Mickey
- Tomorrowland Suit
- ToT Elevator
- The Colonel (Chaser)
- Plane Crazy Mickey (Combo Topper)

### Park Series #5 - 3" (11/20/10)
- Pirates Helmsman
- Mary Poppins's Penguin
- Stitch
- Incomparable Snowman
- Haunted Mansion Clock
- Carousel of Progress John
- Buzz's XP-37 Space Cruiser
- Magic Mirror
- Lightning's Bolt
- Flowers and Fairies
- GMF's Anubis
- Tom Morrow (Chaser)
- Sorcerer Mickey (Combo Topper)

### Park Series #6 - 3" (2011)
- DHS Clapboard
- WDW Road Sign
- Wet Paint Donald
- Space Mountain Paris
- Monorail Orange
- Sonny Eclipse

### Park Series #7 - 3" (7/24/09)
- Chinese Writings
- Chocolate Mickey Bar
- Confetti
- Cosmos
- Girly
- Glass Half Full
- Mickey Cartoon
- Paint By Numbers
- Patchwork
- Blue Bear
- Green Bear
- Green Tea Mickey (Chaser)

### Park Series #8 - 3" (2011)
- Warrior
- Beaded
- Purple Flacoon
- Hot Dog
- Beatin
- Rudos
- Yellow Robot
- Break Dancer
- Barricade
- Tree Frog
- Cave Drawings
- Gnome (Chaser)
- Barricade Orange (Variant)
- Rudos Black Suit (Variant)
- Two Tone Gray Mickey (Combo Topper)

### Urban Series #9 - 3" (2012)
- Chandelier
- Elephant Kid
- Fly
- Lagoon Monster
- Main Businessman
- Flower Up
- Red Kitsune
- Sheep
- Snake
- Toaster
- Bandit
- Fun House Mickey (Chaser)
- Sheered Sheep (Variant)
- Golden Kitsue (Variant)
- Red Tone Mickey (Combo Topper)

### Alice In Wonderland
- Queen of Hearts
- Oyster Baby
- Tweedle Dee
- Tweedle Dum
- Caterpillar
- White Rabbit
- March Hare
- Mad Hatter
- Dodo
- Hedgehog
- Cheshire Cat
- Dinah (Chasser)
- Hedgehog - Pink (Variant)
- Mad Hatter - Socks (Variant)

### Alice In wonderland Sets
- AIW- Cheshire Cat Set 3"  
- AIW Flowers Set 3"
- AIW Rose
- AIW Daffodil
- AIW Dandelion
- AIW Parsy

### Animal Kingdom Set - 3" (2010)
- Cheetah
- Bear
- Ox
- Black Panther
- Gorilla
- Giraffe
- Leopard
- Polar Bear
- Tiger
- White Tiger
- Zebra
- Lion

### Animation Series #1 3" (1/7/11)
- Alice
### Animation Series 2 - 3"
- Pig
- Dog
- Hollywood Picture Backlot
- Condor Flats
- Cars Land
- Big Eyes Mickey
- Big Eyes Goofy
- Aquarious
- Scorpio
- Leo
- Benard
- Practical Pig (Jr.)
- Fifer Pig (Jr.)
- Big Bad Wolf
- John Henry "No Shirt" (Variant)
- Fantasia Donald "Dry" (Variant)
- The Headless Horseman (Chaser)
- Chicken Little
- Dopey
- Tinker Bell
- Flower
- Simba (Combo Topper)
- Pink Elephant - Light Pink Clear
- Pink Elephant - Light Pink (Chaser)
- Frog Prince
- Aladdin
- Marie
- Peter Pan
- Tinker Bell's Topper
- Pink Elephant - Light Pink (Variant)
- Condor Flats (Chaser)
- Cars Land (Chaser)
- Hollywood Picture Backlot (Chaser)
- Pig (Chaser)
- Big Eyes Mickey (Chaser)
- Big Eyes Goofy (Chaser)
- Mickey w/Confeiti Icing (Chaser)
- Minnie w/ Icing (Chaser)
- Tinker Bell w/ Icing (Chaser)
- Marie w/ Icing (Chaser)
- Cheshire Cat w/ Icing (Chaser)

### Animation Series 2 - Sets
- Big Bad Wolf & the 3 Little Pigs - LE 1200
- Big Bad Wolf
- Fifer Pig (Jr.)
- Fiddler Pig (Jr.)
- Practical Pig (Jr.)
- Rescuers - LE 1200
- Senard
- Bianca
- Rhino w/ Ball LE 1000
- Special Edition

### Astrology 3" (2011)
- Aries
- Taurus
- Gemini
- Cancer
- Leo
- Virgo
- Libra
- Scorpio
- Sagittarius
- Capricorn
- Aquarius
- Pisces

### Big Eyes - 3" (5/14/10)
- Big Eyes Mickey
- Big Eyes Minnie
- Big Eyes Pluto
- Big Eyes Goofy
- Big Eyes Stitch
- Big Eyes Marie
- Big Eyes Donald
- Big Eyes Buzz Lightyear
- Big Eyes Grumpy
- Big Eyes Tinker Bell
- Big Eyes Mike Wazowski
- Big Eyes Pie Eyed Mickey

### California Adventure Series (2012)
- Grizzly River Run
- Cars Land
- Condor Flats
- Ariel's Undersea Adventure
- Hollywood Picture Backlot
- Red Car Trolley

### Chinese Zodiac Series
- Dog
- Dragon
- Horse
- Monkey
- Ox
- Pig

### Disney Bakery (2011)
- Mickey w/ Icing
- Minnie
- Dumbo
- Tinker Bell Ball
- Bambi
- Grumpy
- Goofy
- Buzz Lightyear
- Pinnochio
- Rapunzel
- Eeyore
- Hyacinth Hippo - Chaser
- Sorcerer Mickey (Special Edition)

### Disney Store 25th Anniversary Series
- Mickey
- Minnie
- Dumbo
- Tinker Bell Ball
- Bambi
- Grumpy
- Goofy
- Buzz Lightyear
- Pinnochio
- Rapunzel
- Eeyore
- Hyacinth Hippo - Chaser
- Sorcerer Mickey (Special Edition)

### D-Tour Series (2012)
- Color Blocks
- Illustration
- King Mickey
- Monsters
- Scribbles
- Swirls
- D.J.

### Cutesters Series 1 - (12/22/09)
- Apple
- Bumble Bee
- Critters
- Crowned Hearts
- Cupcake
- Hearts & Mickey's Ladybug
- Minnie's Dress
- Nested Doll
- Owl
- The 3 Good Fairies
- Cinderella Castle (Chaser)

### Cutesters Series 2 - (2/4/11)
- Donut Hole
- Happy Lollipops
- Wonderland
- Jacks
- Gifted
- Yellow Bubbles
- 'Mores
- Yellow Raincoat
- Tiger Kid
- Red Scarf
- Bear Kid
- Red Candy Apple (Chaser)
- Green Candy Apple (Chaser-Variant)
- Cheer Bubbles (Variant)
- Yellow Lollipops (Variant)

### Cutesters Like You - (2011)
- Smarty
- Tuney
- Exercisey
- Pandy
- Dreamy
- Glammy
- Heart
- Schooly
- Rocky
- Frenchy
- Hero
- Cutie (Chaser)

### Cutesters at the Beach - (2012)
- Beach Volleyball Girl
- Sno Cones Stand Girl
- Snorkeler
- Sea Turtle
- Blonde Girl
- Star Fish
- Crab
- Snow Cone
- Seagull
- Beach Ball

### Have A Laugh Series - 3" (2010)
- Mickey's Garden
- Hula Minnie
- Lonesome Ghost
- Clock Tower
- Swimsuit Goofy
- Baby Seal
- Pluto's Sweater
- Winter Storage
- Early To Bed Donald
- Angry Ostrich
- Turtle
- Conductor Pete (Chaser)

### Holiday Series #1 - 3" (2009)
- American Flag
- Christmas Tree Mickey
- Cooked Turkey
- Easter Egg Bunny
- Ghost Mickey
- Glow Bat
- Jack O'Lantern
- Leprechaun
- Melty The Snowman
- New Year's Baby
- Message Hearts (Chaser)

### Holiday Series #2 - 3" (2010)
- Mardi Gras Mask
- Peppermint Stripes
- Clovers
- Chocolate Bunny
- Groundhog
- Red Valentine's Hearts
- Easter Chick
- Pumpkin
- Eye Ball
- Patriot
- Corn on the Stalk
- Summer Santa (Chaser)

### Holiday Series #3 - 3" (2011)
- April Fool's Jester
- President's Day
- Jelly Bean
- Pot O'Gold
- Hanukkah
- Christmas Ornament
- Fireworks
- Cranberry Sauce
- Day of the Dead
- Puppy Love
- Witch
- Chinese New Year Dragon (Chaser)
- Jelly Bean Red (Variant)
- Christmas Ornament Green (Variant)

### Japan Disney Characters (ETO) Zodiac
- Dog - Patch
- Dragon - Elliott
- Horse - Pegasus
- Monkey - Abu
- Ox - Maggie
- Pig - Pumbaa
- Rabbit - Thumper
- Ram - Sheep
- Rat - Remmy
- Rooster - Chicken Little
- Snake - Sir Hiss
- Tiger - Tigger
- Si Am (Chaser)

###ingle Smells
- Chocolate
- Peppermint
- Marshmallow
- Gingerbread

### Mascots Series (2012)
- Mickey
- Donald
- Goofy
- Pluto

### MLB Baseball Series (2012)
- Wave #1
- Atlanta Braves
- Boston Red Sox
- New York Yankees
- Philadelphia Phillies
- Chicago Cubs
- Los Angeles Dodgers
- Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim
- San Francisco Giants

### Muppets Series #1 - 3" (2012)
- Beaker
- Bean Bunny
- Dr. Bunsen Honeydew
- Fozzie Bear
- Miss Piggy
- Rizzo
- Rowlf
- Statler
- Swedish Chef
- Sweetums
- Waldorf
Muppets Series #2 - 3"

- New Zealand
- Pepe
- Scooter
- Penguin
- Captain Link Hogthrob
- First Mate Piggy
- Dr. Julius Strangepork
- Dr. Teeth
- Zoot
- Janice
- Sgt. Floyd Pepper
- Waldo (Chaser)

NBA Basketball Series (2012)

- Wave #1
  - Los Angeles Lakers
  - Orlando Magic
  - Boston Celtics
  - Miami Heat
  - Chicago Bulls
  - New York Knicks
  - San Antonio Spurs
  - Oklahoma City Thunder

- Wave #2
  - Golden State Warriors
  - Denver Nuggets
  - Utah Jazz

NCAA College Series (2012)

- Wave #1
  - Florida Gators
  - Florida State Seminoles
  - Penn St. Nittany Lions
  - Ohio St. Buckeyes
  - UCLA Bruins
  - USC Trojans

- Wave #2
  - Texas Longhorns
  - North Carolina Tarheels
  - Michigan Wolverines
  - Miami Hurricanes
  - Alabama Crimson Tide

Nerds Rock! (2011)

- Mickey Nerd
- Minnie Nerd
- Donald Nerd
- Daisy Nerd
- Goofy Nerd
- Chip Nerd
- Pluto Nerd
- Dale Nerd
- Figment Nerd
- Stitch Nerd

NFL Football Series (2012)

- Wave #1
  - Oakland Raiders
  - Dallas Cowboys
  - Miami Dolphins
  - New England Patriots
  - New York Giants
  - San Francisco 49ers
  - Pittsburgh Steelers
  - Tampa Bay Buccaneers
  - Super Bowl XLVI Champions

- Wave #2
  - New York Jets
  - Indianapolis Colts
  - New Orleans Saints
  - San Diego Chargers

Occupations (2011)

- Tech Support
- Firefighter
- Teacher
- Business Man
- Dentist
- Lawyer
- Police
- Doctor
- Chef
- Admin Assistant

- Oh Mickey - 3" (4/3/10)
  - Oh Mickey Black
  - Oh Mickey Green
  - Oh Mickey Purple
  - Oh Mickey White

- Phineas & Ferb Series
  - Agent P
  - Phineas
  - Ferb
  - Doofenshmirtz
  - Candice
  - Buford

- Pirates of the Caribbean - 3"
  - Dirty Pig
  - Dirty Foot Pirate
  - Patches
  - Helmsman
  - Tiny
  - Man In The Well
  - Top Hat Pirate
  - Skeleton Pirate Crew Member
  - Skeleton Bearded Pirate
  - Jack Sparrow in Barrel
  - Hook Pirate
  - Barbosa - Chaser

- Robots Series #1 (2011)
  - Atomic Bot
  - Communication Bot
  - Tesla Bot
  - El Electro Bot
  - Cranky Bot
  - Love Bot
  - Ignition Bot
  - Ultrasonic Bot
  - Security Bot
  - Radio Bot
  - Steam punk Bot
  - Circuit Bot (Chaser)

- Robots Series #2 (2012)
  - Robot Parts (in the box)
    - 12-1-11-6 Bot
    - 1-2-12-7 Bot
    - 6-7-5-9 Bot
    - 7-8-9-5 Bot
    - 2-3-1-12 Bot
    - 8-9-7-10 Bot
    - 3-4-2-1 Bot
    - 9-10-4-8 Bot
    - 4-5-3-2 Bot
    - 5-6-8-11 Bot
    - 10-11-6-3 Bot
    - 11-12-10-4 Bot

- Robots (put together and complete)
  - 1 Bot
  - 2 Bot
  - 3 Bot
  - 4 Bot
  - 5 Bot
  - 6 Bot
  - 7 Bot
  - 8 Bot
  - 9 Bot
  - 10 Bot
  - 11 Bot
  - 12 Bot

- Romantic Treats Series (2011)
  - Mickey Treat
  - Minnie Treat
  - Donald Treat
  - Stitch Treat
  - Daisy Duck Treat
  - Chip Treat
  - Cheshire Cat Treat
  - Goofy Treat
  - Tinker Bell Treat
  - Dale Treat
  - Buzz Lightyear Treat (Chaser)
  - Unbearability Treat (Chaser)

- Sea Creatures (2011)
  - Bottlenose Dolphin
  - Brain Coral
  - Lion’s Mane Jellyfish
  - Raccoon Butterflyfish

- Hawk's bill Sea Turtle
- Blacktip Reef Shark
- Freshwater Puffer Fish
- Powder Blue Surgeonfish
- Spotted Eagle Ray
- Humpback Whale
- Maine Lobster
- Giant Octopus

- So Tasty Series (2012)
  - Root Beer Float
  - Grape Soda
  - Fresh Popcorn
  - Sour Frozen Lemonade
  - Bacon Cheeseburger
  - Mint Chocolate Chip Ice Cream

- Sports - 3" (4/9/10)
  - Baseball
  - Basketball
  - Cheerleading
  - Football
  - Golf
  - Soccer
  - Tennis
  - Volleyball

- Star Wars Series #1 (1/13/11)
  - 3PO
  - R2D2
  - Darth Vader
  - Boba Fett
  - Stormtrooper
  - Han Solo
  - Chewbacca
  - Leia
  - Lanbo
  - Yoda
  - Obi-Wan Kenobi (Chaser)
  - Obi-Wan Kenobi Ghost (Super-Chaser)

- Star Wars Disney Characters (2012)
  - Goofy Darth Vader
  - Pete Boba Fett
  - Mickey X-Wing Pilot Luke
  - Minnie Princess Leia
  - Stitch Yoda
  - Donald Stormtrooper

- The Nightmare Before Christmas
  - Jack
  - Sally
  - Lock
  - Shock
  - Barrel
  - Oogie Boogie
  - Corpse Kid
  - Santa
  - Mayor
  - Dr. Finkelstein
  - Zero
  - Pumpkin King

- Behemoth Combo Set
  - Behemoth - 9"
  - Easter Bunny - 3"
  - Nutcracker - Jr.

- Theme Park Favorites (2012)
  - Autograph
  - Character Letters
  - Mickey Parts
  - Peace Love Mickey
  - Rainbow
  - Blue Shirt (Facebook Exclusive)
  - Red Shirt (Online Exclusive)
  - White Shirt
  - Yin Yang

- Toy Story Series #1 - 3"
  - Buzz Lightyear
  - Jessie
  - Woody
  - Bullseye
  - Rex
  - Army Men
  - Wheezy
  - Hamm
  - Big Baby

- Buttercup
- Lotso
- Evil Dr. Porkchop (Chaser)

- Tron - 3" (2011)
  - Kevin Flynn
  - Young Kevin Flynn
  - Sam Flynn
  - Clu
  - Quorra
  - Castor
  - Tron
  - Black Guard

- Tunes Series - 3"
  - Pop 80's Dale
  - Disco Goofy
  - Country Daisy
  - Classical Mickey
  - Classic Rock Donald
  - Punk Rock Stitch

- Villains Series #1 - 3" (1/31/11)
  - Meg Leg Pete
  - Old Hag
  - Ursula
  - Cruella de Vil
  - Banzai
  - Kaa
  - Madame Mim
  - Prince John
  - Stromboli
  - Shan Yu
  - Governor Ratcliffe
  - Jafar (Chaser)

- Villains Series #2 - 3" (2011)
  - Captain Hook
  - Lady Tremaine
  - Yzma
  - Dr. Facilier
  - Evil Queen
  - Honest John
  - Big Bad Wolf
  - Runaway Brain
  - Bowler Hat Guy
  - Hades
  - Success
  - Mother Gothel (Chaser)
  - Sher Kahn Fire (Variant)

- Villains Series #3 - 3" (2012)
  - Chernabog
  - Goofy
  - Coachman
  - Judge Frollo
  - Madam Medusa
  - Gaston
  - Queen of Hearts
  - Rattigan
  - Si/Am
  - Sneeze
  - Tick Tock
  - TBA (Chaser)

- WDW 40th Anniversary 3" (2011)
  - Magic Kingdom
  - Epcot
  - Animal Kingdom
  - Hollywood Studios
  - WDW ‘71
  - WDW Retro
  - WDW ’71-Red/Blue (Chaser)
  - WDW Retro - Red/Blue (Chaser)

- Sushi Set (2011)
  - California Roll
  - Salmon Roll
  - Salmon
  - Shrimp
  - Tuna
  - Unagi
  - Wasabi (Jr.)
  - Ginger (Jr.)

- Pizza Set (2012)
  - Meatza - 3"
  - Harris - Jr.
  - Hubert - Jr.
  - Hamish - Jr.
2011 Edition
Black Tossed
Wrapped Date
White Logos
Park Icons

2012 Edition
Black 2012
Blue 2012
Pink 2012
White 2012

LE City 3” Vinylmations
NYC Statue of Liberty Minnie
Dublin, Ireland
Copenhagen, Denmark
San Francisco Cable Car
New York Taxi
I Heart NY
San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge
San Francisco Lombard St.
Chicago Windy City
Chicago Jazz
Hawaii Tiki
London Soldier
Dublin Leprechaun
Rome Soldier
Paris

Disney Cruise Line LE 3”
DCL: Alaska Cruise Maiden Voyage
DCL: Mediterranean Cruise
DCL: Mexico Cruise
DCL: Castaway Club
DCL: NYC 2012
DCL: Hawaii 2012
DCLL Alaskan Lumberjack
Disney Dream Set
Disney Dream Golden Donald
Disney Dream Captain Donald
Disney Dream 2011 (Jr.)
Disney Fantasy Set
Disney Fantasy Minnie
Disney Dream Golden Minnie
Disney Fantasy (Jr.)
Disney Dream Day/Night Set
Disney Dream Night
Disney Dream Day
Disney Dream 2011 (Jr.)
Disney Cruise Line Series (2011)
Disney Dream Aqua Duck
Disney Fantasy Aqua Duck
DCL Dream
DCL Magic
DCL Wonder
DCL Fantasy
DCL Fantasy 2012
DCL Captain Mickey
DCL Minnie
DCL Castaway Cay
DCL Goofy
DCL Chip
DCL Dale

WDW/DLR Passholder Exclusives
Mr. Toad (WDW Passholder)
FL Orangebird (WDW Passholder)
Little Mermaid (DLR Passholder)
Goofy’s Sky School (DLR)
Silly Symphony Swings (DLR)
Red Car Trolley (DLR)

Various LE and Exclusives - 3”
News Bureau Tinker Bell
Cinderella’s 60th
Ice tray Mickey

Disney Store 25th Anniv. Exclusives
25th Anniv. Confetti
Make-a-Wish Jiminy the Cricket

Watch Sets
Future Watch Mickey (Watch)
Retro Watch Mickey (Watch)
Steamboat Willie Watch (Watch)
Haunted Mansion Watch (Watch)

DVC Exclusives
DVC Exclusive
Aulani Exclusive

Cast Member Exclusives
Cast Member Mickey
Ambassador (Cast Member)
Volunteers

Holiday/Events Exclusives
2009 Holidays Around the World
2009 Very Merry Gingerbread
2009 Osborne Dancing Lights
2009 Candy Corn MNSSHP
2010 Candlelight Processional
2010 Very MerryTory Soldier
2010 Osborne Dancing Lights
2010 Flower & Garden Festival

2011 Very Merry Goofy
2011 Halloween
2011 Food and Wine Festival
2012 Valentine’s Day
2012 Easter Bunny
2012 Mickey Easter Wonderland (Japan)
2012 Donald Easter Wonderland (Japan)
2012 Independence Day Uncle Sam

Marathon & 1/2 Marathon Excl.
WDW 2010 Marathon
WDW 2011 Marathon
WDW 2011 1/2 Marathon
DLR 2011 Marathon
WDW 2012 Marathon
WDW 2012 1/2 Marathon

Cars 2” 3” Set
Tow Mater
Lightening McQueen

Wall-E/Eve 3” Set
Wall-E
EVE

Disney Storybook Sets
Donald
Pluto

Disney Studios Collection
Director Mickey

Disneyland Paris 20th Anniversary
Mickey DLP 20th Anniv.
Minnie DLP 20th Anniv.
Donald DLP 20th Anniv.
Goofy DLP 20th Anniv.

Tokyo DLR, HK DLR Exclusives
HKDL Dumbo
HKDL Sorcerer Mickey
TDL Pirate Mickey
Japan Daruma
DSJ Mushu
Geisha Minnie
Sushi Chef Mickey

Mickey Hat Exclusives
Blue Flames (Mickey Hat)
I?I?I? (Mickey Hat)
Gumball (Mickey Hat)
Eclair (Mickey Hat)
Dr. Teeth Sign (Mickey Hat)
Chocolate Milk (Mickey Hat)
Viking (Mickey Hat)
Please Stand By (Mickey Hat)
Creatue (Mickey Hat)

D23 Expo/Events - 3”
D23 Expo 2009
D23 Expo 2011
Davy Crockett (D23 Expo 2011)
Gladstone Gander (D23 Expo 2011)
Disney Store 25th (D23 Expo 2011)
Haunted Mansion Event (Mickey Hat)

Trade City Event (2010) - 3”
Blue Bird (Trade City)
Tree (Trade City)
Day of the Dead (Trade City)
Americana (Trade City)

Florida Project Trading Event (2011) - 3”
Winnie The Pooh (FL Project)
Dumbo (FL Project)
Minnie Mouse (FL Project)
Florida Orange Bird (FL Project)
Mickey's Circus Trading Event (2012) - 3”
- Ringmaster Mickey (LE 1500)
- Minnie/Goofy Set - LE 750
- Circus Minnie
- Circus Goofy

Fun and Fancy Free Set - LE 500
- Bongo
- Lulubell

Monorails Checklist

Monorails - Cars
- Lightning McQueen
- Tow Mater
- Red
- Sheriff
- Doc Hudson
- Flo
- Filmore
- Finn McMissle
- Ramone
- Francesco Bernoulli
- Holly Shiftwell
- Chick Hicks (Chaser)

Duffy Checklist

Duffy Series #1
- Sailor Duffy
- Duffy (Flocked)

Park Starz Checklist

Park Starz Series #1
- Big Al
- Figment
- Yeti
- Jose
- Boy and Goat
- Robot Butler
- Giant Squid
- Abraham Lincoln
- Pirate
- Haunted Mansion Bride
- Ice Gator
- Mr. Funnmiester

Park Starz Variants
- Copper Abraham Lincoln - LE 2500
- Vintage Figment - LE 2500
- Golden Yeti - LE 2500
- Haunted Mansion Ghost - LE 999

9” Checklist

Park Series #1 - 9”
- It’s A Small World - LE 600
- Cruise Ship Mickey - LE 300
- G Coupon - LE 600
- Safari Mickey - LE 300
- Watching You - 9” & 3” - LE 500
- Water Park Mickey - LE 300

Park Series #2 - 9”
- Big Thunder - LE 400
- Crossroads - LE 350
- Disneyland Castle - LE 600
- EPCOT Icons - LE 500
- Incredibles - 9” & 3” - LE 500
- Mine, Mine, Mine - 9” & 3” - LE 550

Park Series #3 - 9”
- Carnotaurus - LE 400
- Fantasyclash Trash Can - LE 400
- Magic Shop - LE 400
- Mickey Rizzo - LE 400
- Pooh/Piglet - 9” & 3” - LE 500
- Test Track Dummy - 9” & 3” - LE 500

Disney Cruise Line Exclusive
- Disney Magic - LE 150
- Disney Wonder - LE 150
- Castaway Cay - 9” & 3” - LE 200

Park Series #4 - 9”
- Adventure Thru Inner Space - LE 500
- Festival of the Lion King - LE 400

Peter Pan’s Flight - LE 400
- Sci-Fi Dine-In - LE 500
- Sulley & Boo - 9” & 3” - LE 600
- Enchanted Tiki Room - LE 400
- World Showcase - LE 500

Park Series #5 - 9”
- Mad Hatter and Dormouse
- Boat and Train
- Retro Disneyland - LE 800
- Fantasmic - Tree of Life
- Barnstormer
- Dreamfinder & Figment - 9” & 3”

Park Series #6 - 9”
- OK Leagues Under the Sea & Diver-9/3” - LE 1000
- Up - LE 1000
- Waterhorn - LE 800
- Alien Encounter & Skippy - 9” & 3” - LE 1000
- Sassy Crockett - LE 1000
- AK Caged Animal - LE 800
- China Pavilion - LE 800

Park Series #7 - 9”
- ELP Dragon - LE 1500
- River Country Goofy - LE 1500
- ELP Train - LE 1500
- Magic Kingdom 7 Adventures - LE 1500

Park Series #8 - 9”
- Mickey Mouse Revue - LE 1500
- 25th Anniv. Birthday Cake - LE 1000
- Yeti - LE 1000
- Contemporary/Monorail - 9” & 3” - LE 2000

Urban Series #1 - 9”
- Dragon - LE 400
- Mortimer - LE 400
- Mummy - LE 200
- Robot Mickey - LE 500

Urban Series #2 - 9”
- Bowling - LE 600
- Ham & Eggs - LE 500
- Hearts & Bones - LE 400
- Russian Mouse - LE 500
- Sailor Art - LE 400
- Tiki Mouse - LE 750

Urban Series #3 - 9”
- Birds on a Wire - LE 450
- Rainbow Bear - LE 450
- Overalls Bear - LE 450
- Speech Bubbles - LE 450
- Blue Monsters - 9” & 3” - LE 450

Urban Series #4 - 9” (2010)
- Flames - LE 600
- Sushi - LE 600
- Pink Gears - LE 600
- Yelling - LE 600
- Stripes - LE 600
- Go/Don’t Go - 9” & 3” - LE 600

Urban Series #5 - 9” (2010)
- Racecar & Racecar Driver -9/3”
- Colored Ghosts -9/3”
- Orange Bear
- Moon
- Bacon
- Diddy
- Fluorescent

Urban Series #6 - 9” (2011)
- Angel and Devil -9” & 3” - LE 1000
- Viking - LE 800
- Love - LE 800
- Stars - LE 600
- Light Meter - LE 800
- Gumball Machine & Boy -9” & 3” - LE 1000
- Maui - LE 800

Urban Series #7 - 9” (2011)
- Color Bars - LE 1000
- Monster - LE 800
- King Tut - 9” & 3” - LE 1500
- Flowers - LE 1000
- Milk/OJ - 9” & 3” - LE 1500
- Annie May - LE 800
- Curly Dots - LE 1000

Urban Series #8 - 9” (2011)
- Sock Monkey - LE 800
- Boxer - LE 800
- Poodle Skirt Girl - LE 1000
- Fish Monster - LE 800
- Sabertooth Tiger - LE 800
- Devil and Archeologist - 9” & 3” - LE 1500

Robots Series #1 - 9” (2011)
- Reflector Bot - LE 600
- Silly Bot - LE 600
- Salvage Bot - LE 600

Villains Series - 9” & 9” (2011)
- Maleficent & Princess Aurora -9” & Jr. LE 700
- Julius & Minnie -9” & Jr. LE 700
- Jumba & Stitch - 9” & Jr. LE 700
- Jafar & Genie - 9” & Jr. LE 800

Lion King Series - 9” & 9” (2011)
- Rafiki & Baby Simba - 9” & 9”

Muppets 2 - 9” (2011)
- Sam the Eagle - LE 1500
- Kermit 3D - LE 1500
- Animal - LE 1500
- Gonzo/Camilla - 9” & 3” - LE 1500

Alice in Wonderland Combos
- Walrus/Carpenter - 9” & 3” - LE 1500
- Crying Alice/EM,DM,LA - 9” & Jr. - LE 2500

Holiday Series #1 - 9”
- Gingerbread Man - LE 800
- Jack Skeleton - LE 800
- The Skeleton Dance - LE 500
- Turkey - LE 400

Holiday Series #2 - 9” (2010)
- Graveyard
- Love is Blind
- Birthday Cake
- Reindeer
- Snow Globe - 9” & 3”
- Independence Day Sunburn

Holiday Series #3 - 9” (2011-12)
- Thanksgiving Aftermath - LE 800
- Cave Bear/Inutcracker - LE 450
- Happy Valentine’s Day - LE 1200
- Dracula
- Patriot
- Chocolate Birthday Cake
- Easter Egg

Toy Story Series - 9” (2010)
- Zurg - LE 1200
- Little Green Men - LE 1200
- Bo Peep and Lost Sheep - 9” & 3” - LE 1200

Animation Series #1 - 9” (2011)
- Beast - LE 1000
- Genie - LE 1000
- Merlin - LE 1000
- Bolt - LE 1000
- Elliot and Pete -9” & 3” - LE 1200
- Haunch Hippo - LE 1200
- Willie the Whale - LE 1000

Animation Series #2 - 9” (2012)
- Roger Rabbit - LE 1200
- Maleficent/Prince Philip - 9” & 3” - LE 1200
- Humphrey/Ranger - 9” & 3” - LE 1200
- Geppetto - LE 1000

The Nightmare Before Christmas - 9”
- GITD Oogie
- Sandy Claws Jack and Elf - 9” & 3”
Vinylmation Jr. Series #1

- Bambi Jr.
- Pluto Jr.
- Peter Pan Jr.
- Nemo Jr.
- Minnie Mouse Jr.
- Goofy Jr.
- Genie Jr.
- Pooch Jr.
- Tigger Jr.
- Woody Jr.
- Snow White Jr.
- Chip Jr. (Chaser)
- Dale Jr. (Chaser)

Vinylmation Jr. Series #3

- Black Cat
- Lucky Cat
- Triple Cherry
- Lucky 7
- Horseshoe
- Happy Emoticon
- Fortune Cookie
- Lady Bug
- Sour Leaf Clover
- Snake Eyes
- Friday the 13th
- Losing Spin
- Grow
- Spade Emoticon
- Spilled Salt
- Lucky Penny (Chaser)
- Broken Mirror (Chaser)

Vinylmation Jr. Series #4

- It's A Small World
- IASW Pink Poodle
- IASW Tiger
- IASW Cactus
- IASW Sun
- IASW Chess Piece
- IASW Hippo
- IASW Penguin
- IASW Tiki
- IASW Frog
- IASW Hindu Girl
- IASW Scottish Boy
- IASW French Girl
- IASW Mexican Boy
- IASW Japan Girl
- IASW Jungle Boy
- IASW Dutch Boy
- IASW Good Bye (Chaser)
- IASW Clock (Chaser)

Vinylmation Jr. Series #5

- This and That
  - Hearts & Flowers
  - Apples & Oranges
  - Bread & Butter
  - Comedy & Drama
  - Hats and Horns
  - Bells & Whistles
  - X's & O's
  - Unicorns and Rainbows
  - Pins & Needles
  - Chicken & Beef
  - Moons & Stars
  - Rice & Beans
  - Thunder & Lightning
  - Stop & Go
  - Smoke & Mirrors
  - PeanutButter & Jelly
  - Up & Down (Chaser)
- A Wing & A Prayer (Chaser)

Vinylmation Jr. Series #6

- Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs
  - Snow White
  - Prince
  - Doc
  - Grumpy
  - Bashful
  - Dopey
  - Sleepy
  - Sneezy
  - Happy
  - Evil Queen
  - Huntsman

Vinylmation Jr. Oh Mickey

- Green/Pink
- Red/Orange
- Orange/Blue
- Purple/Green
- Black/Blue
- White/Pink

Disneyland '55 Series (2010)

- Bandleader Mickey/Annette - 9"/3" - LE 555
- Mouseketeer/Chubby - 9"/3" - LE 555
- Monorail Poster
- Frontierland Poster
- Tomorrowland Poster
- Fantasyland Poster
- Adventureland Poster

LE City 9'' Vinyimations

- NYC Taxi
- NYC Graffiti
- NYC Famous Names
- NYC I Love NY
- NYC I Love NY Brick
- NYC Statue of Liberty
- NYC Bridges
- NYC Central Park
- London Taxi
- London Bus
- Copenhagen Viking
- SF Golden Gate Bridge
- SF Kaleidoscope

Events/ Special Ed. - 9"

- D23 Metal Mickey - LE 500
- Space Mountain 35th Anniv. - LE 600
- Haunted Mansion/Shag - 9"/3" - LE 150
- Black Cauldron/Gurgi - 9"/3" - LE 600
- Day of the Dead - 9" & 3" Pin Trading - 9" & 3"
- HKDL Castle 9"
- Butch (2011 D23 Expo)
- 2010 Goofy's Race and 1/2 - LE 450
- 2011 Goofy's Marathon and 1/2
- 2012 Goofy's Marathon and 1/2
- Empress Lilly (FL Project)
- FL Project Mickey (FL Project)
- Mickey's Circus Seal (LE 100)
- Mickey's Circus Lion (LE 100)
- Buena Vista St. (LE 500)
- Radiator Springs Racers (LE 500)

Kidadia Jones Exclusives

- Kidadia DS Store Exclusive LE 500
- Kidadia Peter Pan Sundae 9" & 3" LE 1500

Cutesters 9"

- Gotty LE 650
- Cheesy LE 650

Lightup Vinyimations 7"

- Red
- Blue
- Green
- White

1 1/2" Checklist

Vinylmation Jr. Series #1

- Crowned Jr.
- Eyeball Jr.
- Eyelashes Jr./
- Fish Jr.
- Flames Jr.
- Flytrap Jr.
- Helmet Jr.
- Lightning Bolt Jr.
- Mrs. Skull Jr.
- Music Notes Jr.
- Paisley Jr.
- Raindrops Jr.
- Shark Jr.
- Skull Jr.
- Tribal Jr.
- Tulip Jr.
- Slime Bubbles Jr. (Chaser)
- Green Sparkles Jr. (Chaser)

Vinylmation Jr. Series #2

- Pigment Jr.
- Donald Duck Jr.
- Cinderella Jr.
- Cheshire Cat Jr.
- Buzzlightyear Jr.
- Magic Mirror
- Bluebird
- Deer
- Raccoon
- Turtle
- Old Hag (Chaser)
- Snow White Old Clothes (Chaser)

Vinylmation Jr. Sports

- Ball Player Jr.
- Foam Finger Jr.
- Football Field Jr.
- Goool Jr.
- Home Plate Jr.
- Net Jr.
- Playground Jr.
- Racing Stripes Jr.
- Referee Jr.
- Scoreboard Jr.

Vinylmation Jr. Oh Mickey

- Green/Pink
- Red/Orange
- Orange/Blue
- Purple/Green
- Black/Blue
- White/Pink

Disneyland Paris 20th Anniv. - 1 1/2"

- Tinker Bell 20th Anniversary
- Purple 20th Anniversary
- Auto 20th Anniversary
- Clear 20th Anniversary
- Chip 20th Anniversary
- Gold 20th Anniversary
- Dale 20th Anniversary
- Mickey 20th Anniversary

Events/ Special Ed. - 1 1/2"

- Cracked Egg (Trade City)
- Pink Worm (Trade City)
- Americana (Trade City)
- NYC Minnie Statue of Liberty
- NYC I Love NY

Disney Cruise Line 1 1/2"

- Dark Pink DCL
- Light Pink DCL
- Navy DCL
- Blue DCL
- Black DCL
- Gray DCL
- Dark Blue DCL
- Red DCL

Pairs Series 2 1 1/2"

- Minnie Mouse
- Pluto
- Cheshire Cat
- Dopey
- Red Mickey Heads
- Black Circles
- Polka Dots
- Stripes & Polka Dots

Occupations (2011)

- Tech Support - USB Cord
- Tech Support - Finger Click
- Tech Support - Thumb Drive
- Firefighter - Hydrant
- Firefighter - Dalmation
- Firefighter - Pick & Axe
- Teacher - Pencil
- Teacher - A+ Paper
- Teacher - Cursive Writing

Business Man - Briefcase
Business Man - PDA
Business Man - Pen Set
Chef - Olive Oil
Chef - Pepper
Chef - Pot
Dentist - Dentist Tools
Dentist - Floss
Dentist - X-Ray Smile
Doctor - X-Ray
Doctor - EKG
Doctor - Medicine Logo

Celebrations (2011)

- 1st Visit - Fast Pass
- 1st Visit - Mickey Ice Cream
- 1st Visit - Character Autographs
- It's a Boy - Baby Blue Bottle
- It's a Girl - Baby Blue Bottle
- It's a Girl - ABC Blocks
- It's a Girl - Pink Bottle
- It's a Pink Rattle
- The Graduate - Grad. Caps
The Graduate - Diploma
The Graduate - Cash
Happy Birthday - Gift Tag
Happy Birthday - Party Hat
Blue Ribbon - Gold
Blue Ribbon - Sliver
Blue Ribbon - Bronze
Groom - Mens Wedding Ring
Groom - Garter
Groom - Ball & Chain
Bride - Diamond Wedding Ring
Bride - Bouquet
Bride - Fancy Lace
Thank you - Vie Xie
Thank you - Merci
Thank you - Gracious
Party Time - Balloon
Party Time - Confetti
Party Time - Noisemaker
The World Online is a Game novels, some original, some translated from Chinese. Themes of heroism, of valor, of ascending to Immortality, of combat, of magic, of Eastern mythology and legends. Updated with awesome new content daily. Come join us for a relaxing read that will take you to brave new worlds! Novel contains the technical aspects of kingdom building like setting up different departments and divisions, as well as the war aspect that everyone knows and loves. Read on as the MC climbs h The World is the largest privately owned residential yacht. The residents, from about 45 countries, live on board as the ship travels, staying in most ports several days. Some residents choose to live on board full-time while others visit periodically throughout the year. It is operated by ROW Management, Ltd., headquartered in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, United States.